Coherent neuronal activity in the hippocampal-entorhinal circuit is a critical mechanism for episodic memory function, which is typically impaired in temporal lobe epilepsy. To better understand how this mechanism is implemented and degraded in this condition, we used normal and epileptic rats to examine theta activity accompanying active exploration. Assisted by multisite recordings of local field potentials (LFPs) and layer-specific profiling of input pathways, we provide detailed quantification of the proximodistal coherence of theta activity in the dorsal hippocampus of these animals. Normal rats showed stronger coordination between the temporoammonic and perforant entorhinal inputs (measured from lamina-specific current source density signals) at proximal locations, i.e., closer to CA3; while epileptic rats exhibited stronger interactions at distal locations, i.e., closer to subiculum. This opposing trend in epileptic rats was associated with the reorganization of the temporoammonic and perforant pathways that accompany hippocampal sclerosis, the pathological hallmark of this disease. In addition to this connectivity constraint, we discovered that the appropriate timing between entorhinal inputs arriving over several theta cycles at the proximal and distal ends of the dorsal hippocampus was impaired in epileptic rats. Computational reconstruction of LFP signals predicted that restoring timing variability has a major impact on repairing theta coherence. This manipulation, when tested pharmacologically via systemic administration of group III mGluR antagonists, successfully reestablished theta coordination of LFPs in epileptic rats. Thus, proximodistal organization of entorhinal inputs is instrumental in temporal lobe physiology and a candidate mechanism to study cognitive comorbidities of temporal lobe epilepsy.
Introduction
Deficits of episodic memory occur in neurological conditions like Alzheimer's disease (Maguire and Frith, 2003) and temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE; Helmstaedter, 2002) , known to specifically affect temporal lobe circuits (Gó mez-Isla et al., 1996; Di Paola et al., 2007) . While the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) hosts grid, border, and head-direction cells with spatial firing specificities (Sargolini et al., 2006) , the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) comprises neurons encoding both nonspatial and complex spatial information (Young et al., 1997; Hargreaves et al., 2005; Deshmukh and Knierim, 2011) . MEC and LEC inputs converge into the hippocampus, which reciprocally project to the parahippocampal cortex (Tamamaki and Nojyo, 1995; Naber et al., 2001) . Hence, firing of hippocampal neurons reflects a combinatorial representation of spatial (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Komorowski et al., 2009; Neunuebel and Knierim, 2012 ) and temporal information (Mankin et al., 2012; Kraus et al., 2013; Kitamura et al., 2014) together with recent experience (Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000) . This neuronal coding is tightly organized within a timescale defined by ongoing oscillations Lisman and Jensen, 2013) , including the hippocampal theta rhythm (Bland and Oddie, 2001; Hasselmo et al., 2002; Huxter et al., 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Easton et al., 2012; Gupta et al., 2012) . The ability to associate/dissociate items and locations within a particular temporal framework is instrumental to episodic memory function and presumably relies on this intricate organization of the temporal lobe (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Aggleton and Pearce, 2001; Burgess et al., 2002) .
Recently, we showed that TLE rats with specific deficits of the integrated "what-where-when" component of episodic-like memory exhibited theta oscillations of reduced power and coherence (Inostroza et al., 2013) . These distinct spectral features reflect dynamic variations of the underlying cellular processes depending on cognitive demands, speed, and exploratory experience (Wyble et al., 2004; Benchenane et al., 2010; Wells et al., 2013; Igarashi et al., 2014) . In TLE rats, decreased theta coherence was concentrated between LFP signals at the stratum lacunosum moleculare (SLM) and the molecular layer of the DG (Inostroza et al., 2013) , which receives direct entorhinal inputs. The temporoammonic pathway emerging from layer III MEC and LEC targets SLM in a proximodistal arrangement and abundantly expresses presynaptic mGluRs, mostly mGluR7 and mGluR2 (Shigemoto et al., 1997) . The layer II perforant pathway terminating at DG segregates at the outer (MLo) and middle molecular layer (MLm), depending on their lateral or medial origin in the entorhinal cortex (Naber et al., 2001; and expresses presynaptic mGluR8 and mGluR2 (Macek et al., 1996; Shigemoto et al., 1997) . Given the role of this intricate organization of temporal lobe circuits in theta activity and episodic memory, we sought to better understand the proximodistal structure of theta coherence disruption in TLE rats exhibiting episodic-like memory deficits.
To this purpose, we have used the specific expression of cellsurface proteins netrinG1 and G2 in the lateral and medial branches of entorhinal input pathways (Nishimura-Akiyoshi et al., 2007) , in combination with electrophysiological profiling, to examine theta activity in the dorsal hippocampus of normal and epileptic-behaving rats. We demonstrate that proximodistal disruption of theta coherence in TLE is intimately related to the reorganization of the temporoammonic/perforant pathways and to appropriate timing coordination between these entorhinal inputs.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Adult, male Wistar rats (180 -200 g) were housed individually and assigned randomly to the control or epileptic groups. Rats in the epileptic group received multiple systemic injections of kainate (5 mg/kg, i.p.) at hourly intervals until they reached status epilepticus. They were injected 1 h later with diazepam (4 mg/kg, i.p) to stop convulsions. Epileptic animals received intraperitoneal injections of 2.5 ml 5% dextrose in saline and their diet was supplemented with fruit and powder milk during the following 2-3 d. Some control rats were injected with saline instead of kainate and received treatments similar to epileptic animals (n ϭ 5). Untreated normal rats (n ϭ 8) completed the control group, since no differences between them and saline-injected animals were detected in indices of theta coherence and power. A total of n ϭ 13 normal and n ϭ 13 epileptic rats was used in the study. Procedures met the European guidelines for animal experiments (86/609/EEC) and were approved by the ethics committee of the Instituto Cajal and CSIC. All experiments started 8 weeks post status when rats already exhibited recurrent seizures and were thus in the chronic phase of the disease. As we previously reported, in epileptic rats periods of normal-like LFP activity were intermixed with periods dominated by epileptiform events defined as convulsive or subclinical seizures and interictal discharges (Inostroza et al., 2013, their Figure 3 ). To exclude effects of ictal and interictal activity we focused only in sessions free from any sign of epileptiform events as judged from LFP recordings. Importantly, sessions recorded within 2 h before and after a convulsive seizure were excluded from the analysis.
Electrophysiological recordings. For electrophysiological studies, a total of n ϭ 10 control and n ϭ 9 epileptic rats was used. Animals were implanted at least 6 -7 weeks post status (or equivalently in the control group) to guarantee electrophysiological recordings were all obtained after 8 weeks post status once animals recovered from surgery. Sixteenchannel silicon probes (NeuroNexus; 0.3-1.2 Mohm site impedance; interelectrode distance 100 m) were implanted either fixed or mounted on an adjustable microdrive (either custom-made or the nDrive; NeuroNexus). For electrode implantation, rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.5-2%) in oxygen (30%) and continuously monitored with an oximeter (MouseOx; Starr Life Sciences). Implantation coordinates ranged from Ϫ3.9 to Ϫ6 mm posterior to bregma and between 2 and 5 mm from the midline, according to Paxino's atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2005) . Probes were implanted perpendicular to the skull surface (i.e., no head angle). Two screws served as a reference and ground at the occipital region. After recovering from surgery (acute treatment including enrofloxacin 10 mg/kg, s.c.; methylprednisolone 10 mg/kg, i.p.; and buprenorphine 0.05 mg/kg, s.c.), electrophysiological recordings were obtained using a multichannel amplifier (Dacq system; Axona) and headstages of unity gain. LFP signals were amplified by 400 and recorded at 4800 Hz/12-bit precision in a 1-2400 Hz frequency band after analog filter. The rat's x and y position was recorded with an infrared LED and acquired at 50 Hz with resolution of 300 pixels/m. Hippocampal activity was monitored during several behavioral conditions (walking, running, immobility, and sleep). Only data from awake periods were included in the current analysis. Experiments began between 2 and 7 d after surgery when animals had recovered and theta power and coherence values stabilized (i.e., there were no major differences in spectral values between consecutive days for a given animal). Recordings were obtained daily between 2 and 7 pm over 1-3 weeks while the animals performed either habituation to the open field or object-recognition tasks (up to three sessions of 3 min every day, typically from Monday to Friday). Details of behavioral tasks were described previously (Inostroza et al., 2013) .
Pharmacological interventions. The effect of group III metabotropic receptor antagonist CPPG (2 mg/kg) and agonist L-AP4 (5-10 mg/kg) on indices of theta power and coordination was analyzed 1 h after a single intraperitoneal injection in n ϭ 6 epileptic rats. The pharmacological effect on spectral indices was evaluated by comparing with data obtained from an immediately previous session (Ͼ1 h predrug). The effect of these drugs was consistent when tested in several sessions (days) in a number of animals (n ϭ 3 CPPG, n ϭ 1 L-AP4). Drugs (from Tocris Bioscience) were dissolved in saline (vehicle). The potential effect of vehicle injections was evaluated in a subset of epileptic animals (n ϭ 3). All animals were first habituated to intraperitoneal injections of saline to prevent side effects in electrophysiology and behavior, i.e., mild stress is induced by these manipulations.
Immunostaining, probe localization, and layer profiling. After completing recordings (from 8 to 11 weeks post status), implanted rats (n ϭ 10 control, n ϭ 9 epileptic) were perfused intracardially with 30 ml of PBS 0.1 M, pH 7.3, with 0.2% heparin, followed by 200 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and coronal sections (20 m) were cut on a vibratome. Immunohistochemistry, using a monoclonal anti-NeuN antibody (1:1000; Bachem), polyclonal anti-netrinG1 (1:10), and antinetrinG2 (1:100; both a gift from S. Itohara), was performed on floating sections using the biotin-avidin-peroxidase method. NeuN was evaluated in the section containing the probe track, and netrinG1 and netrinG2 were evaluated in adjacent sections. Images were taken with a Leica DFC295 camera coupled to a stereomicroscope (S8APO; Leica).
Probe localization in stereotaxic coordinates was inferred using the NeuN section of the whole hemisphere to identify anatomical landmarks in the Paxino's atlas and to assign each section to a particular bregma level (anteroposterior coordinate; Paxinos and Watson, 2005) . The mediolateral coordinate was estimated from the projection of the probe track at the corresponding bregma section. The intermediate hippocampus was defined at half-length of CA1 layer in each section. Proximal CA1 was defined from the intermediate line to the limit with CA2 identified as the typical increase of the cell-body layer. Distal CA1 was defined from the intermediate line to the limit with the subiculum, identified at the point where CA1 cell layer shows cell dispersion at the stratum oriens.
For entorhinal pathway profiling, we exploited the differential specificity of the membrane-anchored proteins of the UNC-6/netrin family, netrinG1 and G2, for the lateral and medial temporoammonic and perforant pathways (Nishimura-Akiyoshi et al., 2007) . NetrinG1 immunoreactivity is restricted to the terminal layers of the temporoammonic pathway in CA1 (SLM) and to the lateral perforant pathway in DG (MLo), whereas netrinG2 is restricted to the terminal layers of the medial perforant path (MLm). Sections stained against NeuN, netrinG1, and netrinG2 were combined to identify SLM, MLo, and MLm. The position of each recording channel in the different layers was determined using both electrophysiological and histological information. Cell-body layers [CA1 stratum pyramidale (SP) and the granule cell (GC)] were identified in NeuN sections and assigned to the corresponding channels in the 16-channel linear array. This process helped us to calibrate images given the known interelectrode distance (100 m). Sinks and sources of rele-vant electrophysiological events, i.e., sharp waves (SPW; Ylinen et al., 1995) and dentate spikes of types 1 and 2 (DS1 and DS2; Bragin et al., 1995) , were used to further assign channels to layers identified in calibrated sections. Channels at SLM, MLo, and MLm were identified using information from CSD data from DS1 and DS2 events and netrinG1 and G2 immunostaining. Recording channels at the stratum radiatum (SR) were identified using information from NeuN and the netrinG1-positive SLM band together with information from the SPW sink. Channels at the inner ML (MLi) were identified using information from the DS2 sinks and sources together with information from netrinG2 and NeuN stainings.
For quantification of the temporoammonic and perforant pathways, netrinG1 and G2 sections (20 m) were used to measure the band thickness at proximal and distal locations, using images at 10ϫ magnification and ImageJ (v1.47t; NIH). To this purpose, the proximal and distal ends of the dorsal hippocampus (1 section per animal, adjacent to the probe track) were identified. The thickness of each band at distal and proximal locations was measured from four equally distributed positions, and a mean thickness per band per section was calculated. Bands were defined based on anatomical limits (i.e., hippocampal fissure for SLM and MLo) and the clear-cut immunoreactivity limits to netrinG1 (for SLM) and G2 (for MLm). The less clear limit at the boundary between MLo and MLm was defined at the point where immunoreactivity was below ϳ75% of maximal intensity per section. Only the upper blade of the DG is considered for analysis. Data are reported as mean Ϯ SD and analyzed with two-way ANOVA with groups and layers as factors and post hoc Student's t tests.
Entorhinal cell counting. To quantify neuronal loss in different layers of the lateral and medial entorhinal cortices we prepared horizontal sections (50 m) from a different cohort of animals (n ϭ 3 control, n ϭ 4 epileptic). Rats were perfused with 0.2% heparin in PBS (0.1 M), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde, and the tissue processed as explained above for NeuN immunostaining. Sections were identified at three different dorsoventral levels (A, dorsal; B, intermediate; and C, ventral) using information from the horizontal brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 2005, their Fig. 4D ). Level A was defined at approximately Ϫ4.7 mm ventral to bregma, level B was defined at Ϫ5.6 mm, and level C was defined at Ϫ7.1 mm. One section per level and rat was identified using anatomical landmarks. At each level, the external limits of entorhinal cortex were identified from the lamina dissecans. Since the limit between MEC and LEC varies along the dorsoventral axis and could not be consistently identified, we focused at the medial and the lateral extremes of the entorhinal cortex to identify MEC and LEC cells, respectively. To estimate cell density in different layers, the width of a rectangular area of 200 m length was adjusted to the thickness of layer II and layer III, using the Stereo Investigator (version 9.04; MBF Bioscience) coupled to a Nikon microscope with 20ϫ lens (Nikon Eclipse Ei80). All NeuN-positive cells in these areas were counted along the 50 m in the z-axis. At the ventral level, layer II cells at LEC appear spatially segregated (fan cells, at the most superficial locations and deepest pyramidal cells; Tahvildari and Alonso, 2005) and they were counted separately. Cell count was divided by the area and expressed as neurons per mm 2 (mean Ϯ SD). Between groups statistical differences were evaluated using a two-way ANOVA for each dorsoventral level with groups and layers as factors and confirmed with t tests.
Spectral analysis of electrophysiological signals. LFP and CSD signals were analyzed using routines written in MATLAB (MathWorks, v.10b) and/or Octave (www.octave.org). CSD signals were calculated from LFP data using the second spatial derivative at 100 m resolution. Defective sites were reconstructed by interpolation for illustration purposes only. Smoothing was only applied for visualization. Defective sites and smoothed signals were never used for analysis. Data segments (1 s, nonoverlapping) free of artifacts and with continuous theta activity were identified from different recording sessions using spectral criteria based on the presence of a dominant power peak at the theta band as compared with all frequency bands in each given session. The spectral power was given in decibels (10.log10) and calculated using a Hamming window and the fast Fourier transform at 1 Hz resolution. Theta power was estimated from the spectrum [area in the 4 -12 Hz band) for each data segment and averaged across all segments in a given session (300 s)]. Pairwise theta coherence was defined from the cross-spectral power densities at the peak frequency in the 4 -12 Hz range (Franaszczuk et al., 1985) at 1 Hz resolution. Note that this coherence measurement does not depend on power variations of the original signals at the corresponding time resolution (1 s).
Spectral data were evaluated in different layers using channel assignment as described above. Between-group theta power differences were evaluated using ANOVA with group (control/epileptic and predrug/ drug), location (proximal/distal), and layers as factors. The influence of running speed on spectral indices was assessed by a two-way ANOVA for groups (control/epileptic) and speed (12 levels) as evaluated from histogram distributions (5 cm/s bins; Inostroza et al., 2013, their Fig. 5F ). Post hoc comparisons were performed using Welch's tests. For pairwise theta coherence, we estimated the coupling between every possible pair of channels corresponding to each given layer and averaged data across the different pairs to evaluate within-and between-layer coupling. Withinlayer coherence was estimated in animals with at least two channels per layer. Pairwise theta coherence was represented in a matrix and betweengroup differences were evaluated using two-way ANOVA (for groups and layers). Results from statistical Welch's t tests were represented in a contrast matrix as Ϫlog10 of p values (only for those values Ͻ0.05) and Bonferroni corrected. Data are reported as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval.
Analysis of intercycle variability. Given the link between the spectral coherence between channels and the consistency of oscillatory cycles, we aimed to evaluate the intercycle variability of CSD and LFP theta oscillations. Artifact-free epochs were divided in 2 s windows with 50% overlap, and theta cycles were individually detected within each window and channel. For cycle detection, LFP and CSD signals were treated similarly. To this purpose, signals were first multi-bandpass filtered from 1 to 500 Hz to remove at the same time the 50 Hz component and its harmonics and, subsequently, smoothed with a moving Hanning window (50 ms) to give a preprocessed clean signal. In a first step (predetection), theta cycles were approximately identified by refiltering the previous signal in the 6 -10 Hz band and detecting positive peaks (crests). Then, negative peaks (troughs) between pairs of previously detected crests were detected in the preprocessed signal. Crests were redetected similarly (one crest between two successive troughs). This strategy was adopted to preserve the characteristics of typically asymmetric theta waveforms. Some detected peaks were rejected based on the following criteria: an intercrest (respectively, intertrough) interval Ͻ67 ms or Ͼ200 ms and absolute amplitude (crest to trough) below the first quartile of the amplitude distribution from the whole recording session. Finally, we considered only troughs surrounded by two crests before and after (to quantify waveform asymmetry). Note that, because of the predetection step that involves windowing and filtering, cycles at the beginning and end of a given segment were always missed, hence the need for at least a 2 s window.
To analyze intercycle variability between two channels, cycles were first detected in these two channels independently. Then, cycles in the reference channel were used to look for matching cycles in the channel of interest. Both the timing and amplitude of each detected trough and the surrounding crests were used to estimate the variability of waveform within and between channels. Waveform asymmetry in a given channel was measured as (Slope crest ϩ Slope trough )/(Slope crest Ϫ Slope trough ), where the slope refers to the descending and ascending part of the cycle. Variability of waveform asymmetry was estimated as the SD of the asymmetry ratio of all cycles in a given channel. Phases between channels were estimated from the time lag between troughs of matching cycles and the jitter was defined as the SD (in milliseconds). All measurements were estimated for each 2 s window and then averaged across the entire session (300 s). Data are reported as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval and analyzed with a two-way ANOVA for groups and layers.
Computational correction of waveform and jitter variability. We tested the effect of restoring either CSD cycle waveform or jittering in the spectral organization of LFP signals in epileptic rats. To this purpose we designed a correction procedure based on LFP reconstruction. First, CSD theta cycles detected in a channel at the reference layer were matched to the corresponding cycles in the channel at the layer to be corrected. Note that this procedure focuses only in matching cycles at the two layers and therefore it is always a pairwise correction. To correct for waveform variability, the average cycle waveform was first estimated from all detected cycles of the entire session. Then, each individual cycle in the corrected layer (125 ms) was replaced by the amplitude-adjusted mean waveform cycle thus neglecting individual variability while preserving temporal variability in 2 s windows. Note that the amplitude was adjusted on a cycle-by-cycle basis to preserve theta power. To prevent bound effects, the corrected signal was merged with the original one using a Hanning window as a mask:
, where s(t) denotes the signal and h(t) the corresponding Hanning coefficient. Correction for jitter was performed by shifting each detected cycle (125 ms) in the corrected channel so that they featured a constant (or variability-controlled) lag with the corresponding cycles at the reference channel. Shifting a cycle consisted of inserting the cycle fragment (i.e., the newly timed cycle) at the desired time instant. Similarly to waveform correction, this was performed using a Hanning window as a mask. This procedure did not perfectly remove fluctuations around the original cycle, which contributed as noise. Finally, LFP signals were estimated from corrected CSD signals in each window using the following equation (Pettersen et al., 2006) :
where i and j refer to channels, ϭ 0.3 (S/m) is the conductivity of the medium, and R ϭ 7 is a factor. The value for R can be interpreted as integrating the CSD in a cylinder of radius 700 m around the axis of the probe. This value was parametrically determined (range for R: 1-10) to minimize differences between coherence matrices from the original and reconstructed LFP signals.
The effect of correction was evaluated by comparing coherence from reconstructed LFP only, with and without correction. Data from n ϭ 3 rats with sufficient numbers of cycles in SLM, MLo, and MLm were used. Statistical differences were evaluated over Z-scores.
Results
Using 16-channel linear array probes with 100 m interspaced contacts, we recorded LFP signals from the dorsal hippocampus of normal (n ϭ 10) and TLE rats (n ϭ 9) while they were engaged in active exploration of the open field and objects in sessions of 3 min each. Only one session per rat was used for analysis. Seizurerelated effects in TLE rats were excluded by focusing our study only in periods lacking any sign of epileptiform activity (see Materials and Methods).
Layer-specific profiling of theta coordination in TLE versus control rats
Theta oscillations recorded in normal (Fig. 1A ) and epileptic rats ( (Fig. 1C ,E, sinks are blue, sources are red) revealed the heterogeneous nature of different inputs arriving over each theta cycle (Brankack et al., 1993) . To specifically quantify contribution across layers, i.e., SP, SR, SLM, ML, and GC layers, and to facilitate comparison between animals, we identified different hippocampal strata aided by electrophysiological and immunohistochemical profiling.
To this purpose, for each animal we isolated individual SPW and dentate spikes DS1 and DS2 (Bragin et al., 1995; Ylinen et al., 1995) known to have a clear pattern of CSD sinks and sources at specific layers ( Fig. 1C,E ; data from the same animal as shown for theta cycles). This electrophysiological analysis was combined with postmortem immunostaining against the neuronal marker NeuN to identify cellular layers around the probe track and against netrinG1 and G2 to specifically separate temporoammonic and perforant pathways (Fig. 1 D, F ; see Materials and Methods). Sections stained for netrinG1 and G2 were superimposed around the probe track (stained with NeuN) to assign channels to specific layers, together with CSD information from SPW, DS1, and DS2 events. The netrinG1-positive temporoammonic pathway originates from layer III neurons of the entorhinal cortex and terminates at SLM. The lateral (netrinG1-positive) and medial (netrinG2-positive) perforant pathways arising from layer II neurons of LEC and MEC terminate at MLo and MLm, respectively (Nishimura-Akiyoshi et al., 2007; . Channels at MLi were identified using combined information from the limits of DS2 sinks together with netrinG2 and NeuN immunostaining.
Using this information, we then estimated theta coherence between all channels along the electrode array against a reference channel at any given layer. Figure 1 , G and H, shows the cases for one reference channel at SLM (blue) and MLm (green) in recordings shown in Fig. 1A and B. Theta coherence between layers was evaluated by collecting all potential pairwise estimations involving channels at each layer. Data were represented in a matrix form (Fig. 1GЈ ,HЈ) to better evaluate both within-layer (at the matrix diagonal) and between-layer coherence (nondiagonal elements of the matrix). Note that in each individual matrix every element reflects the mean value of theta coherence between all channel pairs in the corresponding layers. In the example shown in Fig.  1G , coherence between the two recording sites at MLm contributed to the within-MLm coherence in the matrix, while all pairwise estimations (four) between the two MLm and the two SLM sites contributed to a mean MLm-SLM coherence (Fig. 1GЈ , arrows). When only one channel was available in a given layer no within-layer coherence could be reported (Fig. 1GЈ,HЈ, SP) . Note that by definition, our coherence measurement is symmetric (Fig. 1HЈ, arrows) . We used this representation to look at group differences of theta coherence.
Disruption of theta coordination in TLE is layer specific
We next analyzed differences in theta coherence obtained from LFP signals in normal (n ϭ 10) and epileptic rats (n ϭ 9). Mean group matrices were calculated by averaging individual matrices obtained from different animals ( Fig. 2A) . We similarly estimated theta coherence from CSD signals (Fig. 2B ) to exclude volume conduction effects and to directly look at the multiple generators of LFP activity (Mitzdorf, 1985; Montgomery et al., 2009) .
A two-way ANOVA of LFP theta coherence values (transformed as log10) with groups (control and epileptic) and pairs of layers (28) as factors indicated an effect for group (F (1391) ϭ 21.9, p Ͻ 0.0001), layers (F (27,391) ϭ 4.86, p Ͻ 0.0001), and their interaction (F (27,391) ϭ 1.84, p ϭ 0.0071). Running speed did not account for these spectral differences (mean control: 13 Ϯ 2 cm/s; epileptic: 11 Ϯ 4 cm/s; p ϭ 0.1141; similar speed distribution:
We evaluated the contribution of each pair of layers to the group difference using Welch's t tests and represented them in a matrix form (contrast matrix) as Ϫlog 10 of p value ( Fig. 2A , grayscale). We observed that reduction of LFP theta coherence in TLE rats tended to concentrate at the SLM-ML cluster and within MLm ( Fig. 2A ; only values Ͻ0.05 are represented), consistent with our previous LFP data (Inostroza et al., 2013) . Decreased coherence in epileptic versus normal rats was also clear for CSD signals (F (1360) ϭ 7.2, p ϭ 0.0073 for group; F (27,360) ϭ 2.5, p Ͻ 0.0001 for layers), suggesting that local cellular processes were involved. Indeed, the typical cluster of interaction between SLM and ML strata (MLo, MLm, and MLi) visible in the control ma-trix was impaired in TLE, but the contrast matrix failed to detect statistical differences except for MLm, probably reflecting large variability in the trends (Fig. 2B) . Note that even though some of these values would not survive a conservative Bonferroni correction [2.75 ϭ Ϫlog10 (0.05/28)], they clustered in adjacent hippocampal layers (especially for LFP signals), which is unlikely to happen by chance. These changes of theta coherence in TLE rats at the border between SLM and ML layers pointed to impaired coordination between temporoammonic (i.e., to SLM) and perforant inputs (to MLo and MLm) as a potential underlying mechanism.
Different expression of theta coordination along the proximodistal axis
We then examined the possibility that variability of theta coherence between CSD signals from SLM, MLo, MLm, and MLi could explain LFP difference between normal and epileptic rats. Given the different proximodistal arrangement of the temporoammonic and perforant pathways (i.e., from CA3 to subiculum; Witter, 2007; Fig. 3A) , we considered the implanting coordinates of each animal to account for variability caused by topographic factors. Implanting locations were classified as proximal (i.e., close to CA3; n ϭ 5 control, n ϭ 5 epileptic) and distal (i.e., close to the subiculum, n ϭ 5, n ϭ 4 epileptic).
Representing data from each animal in the corresponding coordinate suggested proximodistal differences of theta coherence among SLM-MLo, SLM-MLm, and MLo-MLm (Fig. 3B , coherence values are represented as scaled dots, see scale at right). For LFP signals, a three-way ANOVA for groups, implanting location (proximal/distal), and pairs of layers showed significant effect for group (F (1,45) ϭ 15.9, p ϭ 0.0002) and location (F (1,45) ϭ 7.7, p ϭ 0.0033) but not for layers or interactions. Nonetheless, a two-way ANOVA for each pair of layers showed that group differences of theta coherence concentrated at SLM-MLm (F (1,14) ϭ 12.3, p ϭ 0.0034) and MLo-MLm (F (1,13) ϭ 12.1, p ϭ 0.0041; Fig. 3C ). No speed differences between animals recorded at distal and proxi- Figure 1 . Layer-specific profiling of theta coordination in the dorsal hippocampus. A, Representative 16-channel recordings of LFPs during exploratory theta activity in a normal rat. B, Representative LFP recordings from an epileptic rat engaged in active exploration. Recordings were obtained in periods between seizures, in the absence of interictal spikes and other types of epileptiform events. C, A combination of electrophysiological and immunostaining tools was used to identify recording sites and hippocampal layers. Averaged LFP (black traces) and CSD signals (color map: sinks are blue, sources are red) during theta, SPW, and DS1 and DS2 were used to identify specific layers. Data from the control rat shown in A. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of events of each type used. D, Postmortem immunostaining against netrinG1 and G2 together with the neuronal marker NeuN aided to assign recording channels to specific hippocampal lamina. Images from the control rat shown in A and C. E, F, Same as in C and D for the epileptic rat shown in B. G, Laminar profile of theta coherence (cohe; 4 -12 Hz) between all channels and a reference channel at the SLM (blue) or at the MLm (green) for the normal rat shown in A. G, Layer-based theta coherence matrix depicting pairwise estimation of theta coherence between (nondiagonal elements) and within layers (diagonal elements) for the control rat shown in A. Arrows from G to G indicate how coherence values represented in the matrix were obtained from pairwise estimations between recording sites. H, H, Same as in G and G for the epileptic rat shown in B. Arrows from H to H indicate symmetric coherence values between SLM and MLm. GCL, granule cell layer. mal coordinates could account for these effects. Importantly, a proximodistal effect was dominant in our database, since classification of data in the anteroposterior axis showed no statistical effect (F (1,88) ϭ 0.15, p ϭ 0.6915; anterior implanting coordinates: Ϫ3 to Ϫ4.9 mm from bregma; posterior: Ϫ5 to Ϫ6 mm).
For CSD signals, statistical analysis suggested a complex effect for the interaction between groups and recording locations (F (1,45) ϭ 11.6, p ϭ 0.0014; three-way ANOVA). Tukey's post hoc comparisons showed that this was caused by opposing trends of between-group differences of theta coherence in rats recorded at distal and proximal coordinates; i.e., CSD theta coherence was reduced in TLE rats recorded at proximal coordinates and increased in TLE rats recorded at distal coordinates ( Fig. 3CЈ ; one-tailed Welch's tests). These trends can be better appreciated for all layer interactions in the coherence matrices for distal (Fig. 3D ) and proximal implanting locations (Fig. 3DЈ) . Note that despite opposing trends in CSD signals, LFP coherence was decreased in TLE both at distal and proximal locations.
To gain additional insights, we compared proximodistal differences of theta coherence between CSD signals within groups. In control rats, a two-way ANOVA (F (1,53) ϭ 4.9, p ϭ 0.0299) and Welch's tests confirmed that the strongest interacting cluster in the CSD coherence matrix shifted from within the DG (MLm, MLi, and GC) at distal to between SLM and ML sublayers at proximal sites (Fig. 3E) . This reflects stronger coordination between the temporoammonic and perforant pathways that originate within the medial entorhinal cortex versus those originating from different mediolateral regions Naber et al., 2001 ; Fig. 3A) , and is consistent with stronger theta modulation of proximal CA1 cells by MEC activity in normal rats (Henriksen et al., 2010) . In contrast, CSD signals from TLE rats exhibited a different pattern, with the strongest interacting cluster between SLM and ML sublayers occurring at the distal hippocampus and decreased within-DG interactions more localized at proximal sites (F (1,54) ϭ 4.9, p ϭ 0.0314; Fig. 3EЈ ). Collectively, these data suggest that a specific proximodistal reorganization of coordinated hippocampal-entorhinal activity takes place in TLE, potentially reflecting upstream changes at MEC and LEC deep and superficial layers (Kumar and Buckmaster, 2006; Tolner et al., 2007) .
Proximodistal alterations of temporoammonic and medial perforant pathways in TLE rats
The entorhinal cortex is specifically affected in TLE and this has been previously related with hippocampal sclerosis, the major histopathological hallmark of this disease (Du et al., 1995; . To examine whether structural changes of the sclerotic hippocampus could be related with the proximodistal reorganization of theta coordination, we quantified the thickness of the temporoammonic and perforant pathways in sections adjacent to the probe track using netrinG1 and G2 immunostaining in postmortem tissue from recorded rats (n ϭ 10 control, n ϭ 9 epileptic; Fig. 4A ). Consistent with hippocampal atrophy, CA1 thickness was reduced around the implanting location in epileptic rats both at the proximal (t Student, p ϭ 0.0247) and distal ends ( p ϭ 0.0193; Fig.  4B ; F (1,36) ϭ 9.4, p ϭ 0.0041; two-way ANOVA, group effect). Interestingly, the thickness of the netrinG1-positive SLM band was significantly smaller in TLE rats at the proximal ( p ϭ 0.0069; Fig. 4AЈ,B) but not at the distal location ( Fig. 4AЉ,B ; F (1.36) ϭ 3.6, p ϭ 0.0645 for groups; F (1,36) ϭ 17.9, p Ͻ 0.0001 for location). This suggests that despite the widespread CA1 atrophy of the sclerotic hippocampus, specific reduction of the temporoammonic pathway is confined to the proximal end. This atrophy of the proximal temporoammonic pathway provides an anatomical substrate for reduced theta coordination recorded in TLE rats at proximal coordinates (Fig. 3DЈ) .
In contrast, group differences were found in the thickness of the netrinG1-positive MLo band (F (1,30) ϭ 13.3, p ϭ 0.0009) and the netrinG2-positive MLm band (F (1,30) ϭ 8.3, p ϭ 0.0072; Fig.  4C ) that were significantly increased in TLE rats both at distal (MLo, p ϭ 0.0137; MLm, p ϭ 0.0281; Fig. 4AЈ ) and proximal locations (MLo, p ϭ 0.0052; MLm, p ϭ 0.0134; Fig. 4AЉ ). Such an expansion of MLo and MLm terminals could provide a mechanism supporting increased theta coherence between distal entorhinal inputs in TLE (Fig. 3D ). No differences were found for MLi at any location (Fig. 4C) .
To better understand the causes underlying changes of thickness affecting the temporoammonic and perforant pathways, we examined neuronal loss at three different dorsoventral levels of the medial and the lateral entorhinal cortices (see Materials and Methods) using horizontal sections in a different cohort of rats (n ϭ 3 control, n ϭ 4 epileptic; Fig. 4D ). A two-way ANOVA for each level showed significant effect for the interaction between group and layers (A : F (3,20) ϭ 17.9, p Ͻ 0.0001; B: F (3,20) ϭ 6.5, p ϭ 0.003), except for the ventral level where a layer effect dominated (F (4,25) ϭ 4.8, p ϭ 0.0053). Statistical differences of cell Proximodistal distribution of theta coherence in normal and epileptic rats. A, Schematic representation of the entorhinal input pathways converging into the dorsal hippocampus. The temporoammonic pathway originates in layer III of the entorhinal cortex to target the SLM of CA1 region. Layer III neurons from the LEC project to distal CA1, i.e., close to the subiculum. Layer III neurons from the MEC project to the proximal CA1, i.e., close to CA3. The perforant pathway originates in layer II with LEC cells projecting to the MLo and MEC cells projecting to the MLm of the DG. LEC and MEC presumably process different aspects of information. B, Proximodistal distribution of theta coherence among SLM-MLo, SLM-MLm, and MLo-MLm for both LFP (left column) and CSD signals (right column). Individual data obtained from rats implanted at different mediolateral and anteroposterior locations are represented by dots scaled according to coherence (cohe) values (scale at right). Data from n ϭ 10 control (black), n ϭ 9 epileptic rats (blue). The approximate limits between proximal and distal CA1 are marked by discontinuous lines. One epileptic rat recorded at proximal coordinates had a defective site at MLo and could not be included in the SLM-MLo and MLm-MLo analysis. SUB, subiculum. C, Mean LFP coherence values per group at distal (n ϭ 5 control, n ϭ 4 epileptic) and proximal coordinates (n ϭ 5 control, n ϭ 5 epileptic). Data are represented as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval. Asterisks indicate significant differences between groups (one-tailed Welch's test); *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.005. C, Same for CSD coherence values. D, Mean group layer-based coherence matrices for LFP and CSD signals recorded at distal locations together with the statistical contrast matrix (Welch's tests) for comparisons among SLM, MLo, MLm, and MLi layers as in matrices shown in Fig. 2 . The level for Bonferroni correction is at 2.25 ϭ Ϫlog10(0.05/9). D, Same as in D for rats recorded at proximal coordinates. E, Within-group comparisons (control) of distal (n ϭ 5 rats) versus proximal (n ϭ 5 rats) CSD coherence values. The contrast matrix shows only significant values (Welch's test). The level for Bonferroni correction is at 2.25 ϭ Ϫlog10(0.05/9). E, Same as in E for proximal (n ϭ 5 rats) and distal (n ϭ 4 rats) comparisons within the epileptic group. GCL, granule cell layer.
density were concentrated at MEC layer III and were higher at dorsal (Fig. 4 E, F ) and intermediate levels (Fig. 4EЈ ) than at ventral levels of the entorhinal cortex ( Fig. 4EЉ ,G; Student's t tests in all cases). Mild neuronal loss was also apparent at LEC layer III, but only at the dorsal level (Fig. 4 E, F ) . Since MEC layer III cells give rise to the temporoammonic pathway terminating at the proximal end of CA1, these data are consistent with specific atrophy of netrinG1-positive band at proximal SLM (Fig. 4B) and give support to the idea that reduced theta coherence at the proximal hippocampus reflects specific impairment of the medial temporoammonic pathway.
In contrast, no cell loss was detected at MEC and LEC entorhinal layer II cells (Fig. 4 E, EЈ) . At the ventral level (Fig. 4EЉ) , LEC layer II cells can be classified as fan cells and pyramidal cells (Tahvildari and Alonso, 2005) and we counted them separately with no differences between groups. Importantly, enlargement of netrinG1-and netrinG2-positive bands at MLo and MLm cannot be explained by changes in the number of projecting cells at MEC Figure 4 . Structural alterations of the temporoammonic and perforant pathways in TLE. A, Immunostaining against netrinG1 and G2 was used to quantify changes of specific lamina in TLE. The thickness of different sublayers was measured at proximal and distal locations (squares) in sections adjacent to the recording probe. Images taken at 3.2ϫ magnification. Images arranged vertically share scale bar. A, For quantification purposes, images were taken at higher magnification (10ϫ) at the proximal locations. c, control; e, epileptic. A؆, Higher magnification images taken at distal locations. B, Proximal and distal group differences of CA1 and netrinG1-positive SLM thickness (mean Ϯ SD). Data from n ϭ 10 control (black) and n ϭ 9 epileptic rats (blue) as estimated from images at 10ϫ magnification. *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01. C, Proximal and distal group differences of the thickness of molecular strata as measured from netrinG1 (MLo) and G2 (MLm) immunostaining. MLi was measured from the ventral limit of netrinG2 band to the granule cell layer. Same dataset as in B. D, Schematic representation of horizontal sections used to evaluate neuronal loss at LEC and MEC at different dorsoventral levels (A-C; see Materials and Methods). E, Quantification of neuronal density from different layers of the entorhinal cortex at dorsal levels. Data (mean Ϯ SD) from n ϭ 3 control (black), n ϭ 4 epileptic rats (blue). *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, and ***p Ͻ 0.001 for Bonferroni corrected t tests. E, Same as in E for intermediate horizontal levels. E؆, At ventral levels we differentiated between layer II fan cells and pyramidal cells. Same dataset as in E and E. F, Representative dorsal sections from a control and an epileptic rat. G, Representative ventral sections from a control and epileptic rat.
layer II. Instead, it could be reflecting some kind of reorganization of axonal terminals. This reorganization of the medial entorhinal pathway could explain the opposing trend of group differences of CSD theta coherence at proximal and distal locations (Fig. 3 E, EЈ) .
Our data support the idea that coordinated theta activity is specifically impaired in the TLE hippocampal-entorhinal system, caused by cell loss in layer III of the medial entorhinal cortex and expansion of the perforant pathway originating from layer II cells. Proximodistal changes of the afferent entorhinal pathways act to reorganize the coordination between temporoammonic and perforant synaptic inputs in the dorsal hippocampus of TLE rats. Consequently, TLE-associated reduction of coherent theta activity is more pronounced at the proximal CA1 region where the medial temporoammonic pathway is affected, while increases of theta coordination between CSD signals tend to occur at distal CA1 in association with reorganization of the medial perforant pathway. These opposing trends of synaptic inputs negatively impact the proximodistal profile of LFP oscillations in TLE rats that exhibit a widespread reduction of theta coordination. This reflects the mixing influence of layer-specific generators of theta activity together with volume-conducted effects over LFP signals.
Temporal variability between entorhinal inputs underlies theta coherence disruption in TLE
While cell loss occurs in the MEC layer III of TLE rats, surviving neurons contribute a netrinG1-positive band at SLM, indicating that some synaptic inputs still reach the dorsal hippocampus. In addition, expansion of netrinG2-positive MEC layer II terminals could be affecting theta coordination at distal locations. Since coherence of CSD theta activity between sites reflects phase variations between local synaptic current generators (i.e., CSD sinks), we explored the underlying mechanisms by examining the temporal dynamics of synaptic sinks recorded at SLM, MLo, and MLm (Brankack et al., 1993) .
CSD sinks between SLM and MLm both in control and TLE rats were systematically out of phase (Fig. 5A) . However, we noted large fluctuations of both the timing and waveform of theta cycles in epileptic rats (Fig. 5A, right) . On average, the phase of theta sinks at different layers against SLM was similar between groups (F (1,14.01) ϭ 0.3993). Differences were found in the variability of intersink interval, i.e., theta cycle jitter (F (1,36) ϭ 6.9, p ϭ 0.0124, two-way ANOVA), reflecting longer jitter in SLM-MLm and MLo-MLm in TLE rats when examined in windows of 2 s (Fig. 5B) . We wondered whether theta jittering could be compen- sated over consecutive cycles so that differences vanish over time. We found that temporal variability accumulated and group differences were robust over different temporal scales (Fig. 5C,D; Welch's tests).
We also checked whether the waveform of CSD theta cycles was different between groups, since covariation of theta waveform between layers might impact theta coherence. We found nonsignificant differences between groups ( Fig. 5E; F (1,41) ϭ 2.7718, p ϭ 0.1036). Thus, while covariations of theta waveform could contribute, it seems that phase variations between entorhinal synaptic sinks of the temporoammonic and the medial perforant pathways have stronger impact on the coordination between these inputs over consecutive theta cycles.
To gain a wider view we plotted the values of CSD cycle jitter in their corresponding anteroposterior and mediolateral coordinates for SLM-MLo, SLM-MLm, and MLo-MLm (Fig. 5F ) . A three-way ANOVA showed effects for group (F (1,44) ϭ 6.9, p ϭ 0.0116) and location (F (1,44) ) ϭ 8.3, p ϭ 0.0061) but not for pairs of layers. A closer examination confirmed that this was due to opposite proximodistal effects concentrated at SLM-MLm (Fig.  5G, left) , consistent with coherence data reported above. This suggests a striking inverse correspondence between CSD jitter and coherence values: the larger the jitter the lower the coherence and vice versa (r ϭ 0.66, p ϭ 0.0021; linear regression). Group differences were evident for LFP signals, as tested either with a three-way ANOVA (F (1,44) ϭ 23.3, p Ͻ 0.0001) or with two-way ANOVA for SLM-MLm and MLo-MLm (Fig. 5G, right) , indicating that for LFP signals timing variability between theta cycles was typically larger in TLE regardless of location. This was consistent with a widespread reduction of theta coherence between LFP signals recorded in TLE rats, and might reflect the dominant volume-conduction effect of CSD theta coherence reduction at proximal coordinates. Other TLE-associated alterations affecting the coordination between glutamatergic and GABAergic hippocampal microcircuits during theta activity Peng et al., 2013) could be also related with a differential effect at proximal and distal locations.
Correcting timing variability computationally repairs hippocampal theta coherence in TLE rats
Data above support the idea that timing variability between entorhinal synaptic inputs over several theta cycles contributes to theta coherence disruption in TLE. If so, manipulations that correct temporal variability of theta cycles should affect repairing theta coherence. Since variability of the theta cycle waveform could also play a role, we considered the possibility of a waveform effect on coherence. Actually, variability of theta cycle waveform and jitter were correlated for all three pairs: SLM-MLo, SLMMLm, and MLo-MLm (mean Pearson r value, 0.55 Ϯ 0.08; binomial test on results of permutation tests on regression R 2 values, with n ϭ 6 regressions and p ϭ 0.05; p Ͻ 0.0001).
We further tested this idea computationally by designing a correction procedure aimed to reduce variability between CSD cycles in TLE rats using windows of 2 s (see Materials and Methods). To this purpose we first detected individual CSD theta cycles (Ͼ2 SD) in a reference layer and the corresponding cycles in the layer to be corrected. Two types of corrections were implemented: a waveform correction (Fig. 6A ) and a jitter correction (Fig. 6B) . To correct waveform variability, each detected cycle in the corrected layer was substituted by the mean waveform cycle for that layer calculated from the entire recording session, but preserving the intersink interval. Jitter variability was corrected by shifting each cycle to the mean intercycle interval between the reference and the corrected layer. Correction was implemented on one layer at a time (SLM, MLo, or MLm) using windows of 2 s. Resulting CSD signals were used to estimate the corrected LFP according to the field equation (see Materials and Methods; Pettersen et al., 2006) in each window and results averaged across windows. This way we asked whether acting in a particular layer had a major effect in rescuing coherence values in LFP signals of the entire hippocampus. Correction outcome was evaluated by statistically testing theta coherence of the corrected LFP signals (LFPЈ) versus that of LFP signals obtained from the original CSD (z-score). We chose three TLE rats with sufficient number of cycles per window detected in each of the three layers.
As expected, reducing variability of the waveform (Fig. 6C ) or of the jitter (Fig. 6D ) of CSD theta cycles significantly increased theta coherence between LFP signals (SLM-MLo, SLM-MLm, and MLo-MLm; Fig. 6C-CЉ,D-DЉ) . Remarkably, we found stronger effect of jitter correction than waveform correction, as tested with a three-way ANOVA with the type of correction, pairs of layers, and windows as factors (F (1124) ϭ 12.3287 p Ͻ 0.0001), confirming that consistent timing between CSD theta sinks has a major effect in coordinated theta activity. Our results also revealed a spatial effect for both waveform and jitter correction. More reliable increases of LFP theta coherence were obtained when variability was corrected in sublayer MLm using SLM or MLo as a reference (Fig. 6 E, F ) . This indicates that timing variability of synaptic sinks between MLm and SLM and between MLm and MLo dominates the appearance of theta cycles recorded in the local field potential.
To better understand how CSD jittering of theta cycles impacts LFP coherence, we performed a parametric study by imposing a specific jitter to the intersink interval between layers. In each window, jittering was corrected in different cycles (7-8 cycles) both in the backward and forward direction to preserve main phase difference between layers. As expected, increasing the jitter resulted in decreased LFP theta coherence (r ϭ Ϫ0.87, p ϭ 0.0026). Therefore, increases of CSD theta coherence recorded at distal locations in TLE rats (Fig. 3D ) cannot explain widespread reduction of LFP theta coherence (Figs. 2A, 3 D, DЈ) , giving further support to the idea that complex volume conduction and microcircuit interactions are in place.
Overall, our computational experiments predict that restoring temporal variability between the lateral and medial perforant inputs at the proximal hippocampus in TLE rats should affect the coordination of theta oscillations. However, given the complex proximodistal reorganization occurring in the entorhinal inputs, we reasoned that CSD changes should be fully corrected at both the distal and proximal locations to better account for spatial effects at the LFP.
Correcting timing variability pharmacologically repairs hippocampal theta coherence in TLE rats
To test these ideas we looked for pharmacological agents acting globally in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex to modulate the activity of the entorhinal inputs presynaptically. We chose to act over group III metabotropic receptor mGluRs (mGluR4, 7, and 8) given their specific expression in the temporoammonic and perforant synapses terminating over hippocampal principal cells and interneurons (Shigemoto et al., 1997; Ferraguti et al., 2005) , allowing for a concerted modulation of theta dipoles (Montgomery et al., 2009 ). We selected their specific agonist (L-AP4) and antagonist (CPPG; Mercier et al., 2013) to check for their ability to modulate entorhinal theta inputs. In pilot experiments we found no clear effect of L-AP4 (5-10 mg/kg; n ϭ 3 sessions/n ϭ 1 rat) in SLM-ML interactions, consistent with downregulation of mGluR8 and its loss of function in TLE Klapstein et al., 1999) . Therefore we focused on testing the mGluR-III antagonist CPPG with promising preliminary data.
Single intraperitoneal injections of CPPG (2 mg/kg) successfully repaired LFP theta coherence in the dorsal hippocampus of TLE rats (n ϭ 6 rats), as evaluated 1 h after injection (Fig. 7A , top matrices).This was confirmed by a two-way ANOVA effect for group (predrug vs CPPG, F (1, 62) ϭ 7.8, p ϭ 0.0068) and group/ layer interactions (F (6,62) ϭ 3.3, p ϭ 0.0069). CPPG effect on theta coherence between LFP signals concentrated at SLM-MLm layers (Fig. 7B ) in all rats tested ( Fig. 7BЈ; paired t test) , reinforcing A, We implemented a procedure to evaluate the impact of correcting intersink variability between two layers, i.e., a reference layer (thick black trace) and the corrected layer (red trace), in LFP theta coherence. To correct waveform variability, each CSD-detected cycle in the corrected layer was substituted by the mean CSD waveform for the entire session while preserving variability of intersink interval and amplitude. LFP obtained from uncorrected (black traces) and corrected CSD signals (color map) were contrasted using z-scores and paired t tests. B, Jitter variability was corrected by shifting each detected CSD cycle to the mean intercycle interval between the reference and the corrected layers, thus neglecting temporal variability. C, Effect of correcting CSD waveform variability in LFP recordings from n ϭ 3 epileptic rats. Data are represented as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval. C, Individual changes of SLM-MLm theta coherence (cohe) before and after waveform corrections. Individual data are shown as mean (dots) and 95% confidence interval (bars) as calculated from several windows (2 s) in a given rat per session. C؆, Same as in C for MLo-MLm. D, Effect of correcting CSD jitter variability in the same n ϭ 3 epileptic rats corrected in C for the waveform (mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval). D, Individual changes of SLM-MLm theta coherence before and after jitter correction. D؆, Same as in D for MLo-MLm. E, Statistical changes due to waveform correction obtained in the rat shown in A (z-score and Ϫlog10 of p value) as a function of the corrected and the reference layer. Nine different comparisons were performed using data from several windows (2 s) for each given animal. Only significant values (Bonferroni corrected) are represented. Note best results obtained when MLm is corrected using either SLM or MLo as reference layer. F, Same as in E for jitter correction as shown in B.
the idea that modulation of entorhinal inputs has major impact on the coordination of hippocampal theta activity. We also noted a significant effect on the peak of theta frequency (paired t test, p ϭ 0.0073), which slightly accelerated with CPPG injection (predrug 7.2 Ϯ 0.5 Hz; CPPG 7.6 Ϯ 0.6 Hz). Remarkably, CPPG had no effect on the theta power (Fig. 7C) . Vehicle injections did not affect theta coherence ( Fig. 7CЈ ; n ϭ 3 TLE rats), theta frequency, or theta power (data not shown). No differences of rat mean speed before and after drug injection accounted for the effect of CPPG (Student's t test, p ϭ 0.2521).
In CSD signals, a two-way ANOVA failed to detect any significant effect (Fig. 7A, bottom matrices) , suggesting large variability in all six TLE rats. When separated by implanting location, significant opposing effects of CPPG on SLM-MLm coordination between theta sinks were evident both at distal ( Fig. 7D ; n ϭ 3; decreases) and proximal locations ( Fig. 7DЈ ; n ϭ 3; increases). Jittering of LFP theta cycles (Fig. 7E) but not waveform variability (data not shown) was significantly reduced by CPPG, consistent with our conclusions from computational experiments suggesting a major role of jitter versus waveform. Jittering between CSD Figure 7 . Pharmacological rescue of theta coherence. A, Mean layer-based coherence matrices for LFP (top) and CSD signals (bottom) 1 h before and after intraperitoneal injection of the type III mGluR antagonist CPPG (2 mg/kg) in n ϭ 6 TLE rats. The contrast matrix (Welch's test) showing significant p values as Ϫlog10 for all pairs of layers is shown at right. The level for Bonferroni correction is at 2.75 ϭ Ϫlog10(0.05/28). Note significant differences in LFPs, but poor statistical contrast for CSD signals. B, CPPG had strong effect in rescuing LFP theta coherence between SLM and ML layers in all epileptic rats. Group data before (blue) and after CPPG (red) are shown as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval. Note statistical differences concentrated at SLM-MLm. The arrow from A to B indicates data correspondence. B, Individual data on LFP theta coherence between SLM and MLm before (blue) and after CPPG (red). P values correspond to results from paired t tests. Individual data are shown as mean (dot) and 95% confidence interval (bar) as estimated from several windows of 2 s from the whole recording session (300 s). C, CPPG injection had no effect on theta power along the CA1-DG axis. Data shown as mean Ϯ 95% confidence interval. C, No effect of vehicle (dark blue) on SLM-MLm LFP coherence was appreciated in n ϭ 3 rats tested. D, Layer-based coherence matrices estimated from those epileptic rats shown in A recorded at distal locations (n ϭ 3) before and after CPPG. D, Layer-based coherence matrices estimated from epileptic rats shown in A recorded at proximal locations before and after treatment with CPPG (n ϭ 3). E, Jitter between theta cycles in LFP recordings at SLM and MLm before and after CPPG. P value corresponds to results from paired t tests. Note opposite trends compared with LFP coherence (B) indicating that CPPG restores theta coherence by reducing theta cycle jittering at the LFP. E, CSD jitter between theta cycles in SLM-MLm before and after CPPG grouped according to proximal (n ϭ 3) and distal locations (n ϭ 3). P value corresponds to results from paired t tests. Note opposing trends at proximal and distal locations. F, Schematic representation summarizing differences of entorhinal input coordination (CSDs) between SLM and ML and within ML layers at distal and proximal locations and the effect on LFP theta coherence (denoted by arrows of different thicknesses) in the dorsal hippocampus of normal (black) and epileptic rats (blue). GCL, granule cell layer.
theta sinks before and after CPPG was successfully corrected at proximal ( p ϭ 0.0312; n ϭ 3 rats) and distal locations ( p ϭ 0.0039; n ϭ 3 rats; Fig. 7EЈ ). Thus reducing group III mGluR activity in the epileptic hippocampus appears to correct opposing proximodistal trends of timing variability between entorhinal sinks, reinforcing the idea of complex neuronal processes being involved.
Discussion
Our data help to clarify how coordinated theta oscillations are implemented and degraded in the hippocampal-entorhinal system. We found that the precise timing between entorhinal theta sinks arriving at SLM, MLo, and MLm is disrupted in epileptic rats. TLE rats suffer from a strong proximodistal reorganization of input coordination due to shrinkage of the proximal temporoammonic pathway associated with loss of layer III cells of the medial entorhinal cortex and the laminar expansion of layer II terminals at the perforant pathway. These connectivity changes of entorhinal afferents ran parallel with changes in the coordination of synaptic sinks reaching the hippocampus at SLM, MLo, and MLm layers. Correcting intersink timing alteration over theta cycles has a major impact on repairing LFP theta coherence in TLE rats, as confirmed both computationally and pharmacologically with the selective group III mGluR antagonist CPPG.
Structural changes found at the hippocampal-entorhinal system of TLE rats specifically affect the medial and lateral temporoammonic and perforant pathways targeting proximal and distal SLM and ML layers of the dorsal hippocampus. According to our data, in normal rats entorhinal inputs arriving at SLM and ML during theta oscillations are better coordinated at proximal regions in the dorsal hippocampus while stronger intradentate interactions remain distally confined (Fig. 7F ). These observations are consistent with proximodistal gradients (CA3 to subiculum) of spatial tuning of CA1 cells (Henriksen et al., 2010) , with the topography of entorhinal afferents to the dorsal hippocampus (Tamamaki and Nojyo, 1995; , and with stronger theta modulation of MEC neurons as compared with LEC (Deshmukh et al., 2010; Henriksen et al., 2010) . Thus, together with differences of intrinsic excitability (Masukawa et al., 1982; Jarsky et al., 2008) , collectively these data support the emerging concept that the operation of the normal hippocampal-entorhinal loop is exquisitely organized in the proximodistal axis (Bellistri et al., 2013; Hartzell et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 2013) .
In TLE rats, several changes occur in the hippocampal-entorhinal system in association with the underlying pathology . Cell loss of MEC layer III cells is a common feature in epileptic humans and rodents, likely reflecting vulnerability to repeated seizures (Du et al., 1995) . Using lamina-specific immunostaining against netrinG1 and G2 (Nishimura-Akiyoshi et al., 2007), we confirmed that the temporoammonic pathway was reduced at proximal CA1 in TLE. This is consistent with layer III cell loss in MEC but not in LEC and supports the idea that TLE mainly affects projecting glutamatergic cells (Drexel et al., 2012) . Thus, loss of temporoammonic synapses at proximal regions acts to disconnect MEC and CA1 areas, possibly impeding the transfer of the entorhinal spatial metric in TLE rats (Lenck-Santini and Holmes, 2008) . However, the medial perforant pathway generated by layer II MEC cells was enlarged in these animals while the density of layer III LEC cells giving rise to the distal temporoammonic pathway did not change. It is thus possible that spatial information from LEC is maintained by these pathways (Hales et al., 2014) , together with alternative circuits (Brun et al., 2008; Kohara et al., 2014) . Indeed, we discovered a profound proximodistal reorganization of entorhinal input coordination in TLE rats that shifted SLM-ML synaptic interactions from proximal to distal locations (Fig. 7F ) .
The proximodistal reorganization of entorhinal inputs in TLE was associated with a thicker netrinG2-positive band at MLm and MLo. Since the number of layer II cells was found to be preserved in LEC and MEC regions of TLE rats, this probably reflects the reorganization of layer II terminals into dendritic regions of granule cells. Possibly, loss of hilar cells with dendrites in the ML (Scharfman, 1991) and/or newly generated ectopic granule cells (Parent et al., 1997; Scharfman et al., 2003) accounts for such sprouting of terminals (Sloviter et al., 2012) . At the entorhinal cortex, deep-to-superficial neuronal interactions are shaped by specific membrane and connectivity properties (Alonso and Llinás, 1989; Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2008 ) that form highly specialized and modular local circuits (Kloosterman et al., 2003; Quilichini et al., 2010; Burgalossi et al., 2011; Ray et al., 2014) . Under TLE conditions, when neuronal loss affects MEC layer III, these circuits undergo functional reorganization resulting in higher excitability caused by modifications of intrinsic and synaptic properties (Kumar and Buckmaster, 2006; Tolner et al., 2007; . Hence, abnormal circuits are established between cells in the superficial layers (Kobayashi et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2007; Tolner et al., 2007) and the whole hippocampal-entorhinal system (Avoli et al., 2002; Ang et al., 2006) . While these modifications have been typically associated with hyperexcitability and ictogenesis in the epileptic temporal lobe, they may also fundamentally affect circuit operation in seizurefree periods. Possibly, similar circuits are responsible for seizures and cognitive defects in these TLE rats (Inostroza et al., 2011 (Inostroza et al., , 2013 , providing a neuronal basis for behavioral comorbidities of epilepsy. The stronger interaction between SLM-ML current sinks at distal coordinates in epileptic rats is thus likely reflecting these functional modifications and characterizes the complexity of changes affecting the hippocampal-entorhinal system in TLE (Fig. 7F ) .
How do proximodistal changes of entorhinal inputs to the dorsal hippocampus affect temporal lobe physiology? During exploratory theta activity, the concerted action of several theta dipoles interact in the dorsal hippocampus to efficiently coordinate hippocampal regions and layers (Montgomery et al., 2009; Tort et al., 2009; Benchenane et al., 2010; . We found that when the timing between entorhinal sinks at the proximal and distal hippocampus was disrupted (TLE condition) the coherence of LFP theta oscillations was reduced, while repairing timing coordination in TLE (either computationally or pharmacologically with a type III mGluR agonist) had a beneficial effect on theta coherence, reinforcing the idea that entorhinal input coordination serves specific functional processes in the temporal lobe (Montgomery et al., 2009; Tort et al., 2009; Suh et al., 2011; Igarashi et al., 2014) . Presumably, CPPG can exert its role by modulating glutamate release at the outer perforant pathway via presynaptic mGluR8 receptors ; however, it may also act over type II mGluR at the temporoammonic and medial perforant pathways (Shigemoto et al., 1997) . A direct action of CPPG over the perforant pathway would tend to facilitate glutamate release at the synapses over granule cells, probably compensating for a basal mGluR8 downregulation in TLE that leaves these receptors saturated (Kral et al., 2003) . This interpretation is consistent with the poor effect of mGluR-III agonist L-AP4 in the epileptic hippocampus (Dietrich et al., 1999; Klapstein et al., 1999). Possibly, compensatory mechanisms aimed to counteract seizure-associated hyperexcitability interfere with an appropriate microcircuit operation in seizure-free periods. The differential effect of CPPG on correcting intersink timing at proximal and distal locations suggests that the mechanism of action is rather more complex and operates at the circuit level. A contrasting facilitatory effect of presynaptic mGluR-III over glutamate release has been described in layer V MEC (Evans et al., 2000) , which coordinates activity at superficial layer cells. Other prominent targets of mGluR-III synapses are GABAergic cells that express muscarinic M2 receptors and fire strongly during theta (Ferraguti et al., 2005) . Therefore, CPPG could also mediate presynaptic gain of function of a subset of GABAergic interneurons (Poncer et al., 1995; Cosgrove et al., 2011; Semyanov and Kullman 2000) . Possibly, a concerted action of CPPG at glutamatergic and GABAergic terminals is related with their overall effect in repairing coordination of LFP theta oscillations in TLE rats. Indeed, aberrant GABAergic circuits controlled by mGluR activity in the epileptic hippocampus are reported to affect the expression of ␤/␥ oscillations in vitro (Treviño et al., 2007) .
Previously, we showed that the power and coherence of LFP theta oscillations were differently correlated with the ability of normal and TLE rats to discriminate the temporal and spatial components of recognition memory in an episodic-like memory task (Inostroza et al., 2013) . These associations were indicative that the neuronal processes underlying the expression of theta power and coherence might serve different cognitive demands and are distinctly organized in the hippocampus (Sabolek et al., 2009; Hinman et al., 2011; Wells et al., 2013; . Theta power is a measure of the amplitude of LFP oscillations controlled by the cholinergic and GABAergic influences of brainstem nuclei (Vertes and Kocsis, 1997; Lee et al., 1994) on hippocampal theta generators (Soltesz and Deschênes, 1993; Hangya et al., 2009; Montgomery et al., 2009) . In TLE, the circuit controlling theta power is likely to be impaired as reflected by dampened and slowest hippocampal oscillations (Dugladze et al., 2007; Chauvière et al., 2009; Marcelin et al., 2009; Inostroza et al., 2013; Kitchigina et al., 2013; Cid et al., 2014) . Acting through mGluR spared this circuit, since no changes were found in theta power after CPPG in TLE rats but in the theta coherence and timing between entorhinal inputs. Given that theta coherence between hippocampal layers mostly quantifies the consistency of oscillatory phases, our pharmacological and computational interventions give further support to the idea that an appropriate timing between temporoammonic and perforant pathways underlies coordination of multiple theta dipoles in the dorsal hippocampus (Mizuseki et al., 2009; Montgomery et al., 2009; Fernandez et al., 2013) . Thus, the proximodistal organization of entorhinal inputs to the dorsal hippocampus is instrumental in temporal lobe memory function and a candidate mechanism to study cognitive comorbidities of TLE.
